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Hasselt is the capital of the Belgian province of Limburg, with a population of some
68,000. The town is situated in the northern part of Belgium, about 35 km west of the
national border between Belgium and the Netherlands, and 20 km north of the Dutch-
French language border, which separates Belgium into a northern part (Flanders) and a
southern part (Wallonia). The dialect of Hasselt belongs to the West-Limburgian dialect
group (Goossens 1965). The number of dialect speakers is steadily diminishing, and the
remaining ones are all bilingual with Standard Belgian Dutch (cf. Verhoeven 2005). An
early comprehensive description of this dialect is given by Grootaers & Grauls (1930). The
only available dictionary is Staelens (1989).

The description is based on the speech of four middle-class, bilingual speakers in their
sixties and seventies. The recording of the sample story and of the examples in the tables
and in the running text are available at <http://www.let.ru.nl/gep/jp/JIPA/Hasselt.html>.
All recordings except for those in the section ‘Tone’ are taken from a single speaker.
Superscript 2 designates syllables with accent 2. All other stressed syllables have accent 1,
which is equivalent to lack of accent 2 (cf. section ‘Tone’).

Consonants

Bilabial Labio- Dental Alveolar Post- Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
dental alveolar

Plosive p b t d k
Nasal m n N
Trill r
Fricative f v s z S x G h
Affricate dZ
Approximant B § j
Lateral
approximant

l
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p pE…l2 ‘arrow’ t tE…t2 ‘time’ k kE…z´r 9 ‘emperor’
b bE… ‘bee’ d dE…k2 ‘bank’
m mE…n ‘my’ n nEs ‘nest’ N bAN ‘anxious’

r rE…n ‘to ride’
f fE…n ‘fine-ADJ-fem’ s sE…n2 ‘signal’ x "lAx´ ‘to laugh’
v vE…l ‘rasp’ z zE… ‘silk’ G Ge…r 9 ‘odour’

S "Sœl´k´ ‘scarf-DIM’ h hEl ‘hell’
dZ d ZE…n2 ‘Eugène’

B § B §E…l ‘while (n.)’ l lE…n ‘to suffer’ j jEn ‘joke’

Obstruents contrast for voice in the onset but not in the coda, as in Standard Belgian
Dutch. Word-final plosives become voiced if the following word begins with a vowel but are
voiceless elsewhere. Examples are [d´n trab a…f 2] /d´n trap a…f 2/ ‘down the stairs’, [d´ pEd
En2] /d´ pEt En2/ ‘into the pit’ and [d´n hug im] /d´n huk im/ ‘round the corner’. Word-initial
/h/ is often replaced by a glottal stop. The name of the dialect, for example, is commonly
pronounced ["/œs´ls] rather than ["hœs´ls].

The dialect has free variation between an alveolar and a uvular trill. Intervocalically, /r/
is sometimes realized as a tap. In conservative speech, /nt/ and /nd/ are realized as [≠cS]
or [≠éZ]. More recent varieties retain this pronunciation in a small number of words such as
/"lA…≠2éZ´rix/ ‘gluey’, but have the palatalized alveolar nasal-plus-plosive clusters [njtj] and
[njdj] elsewhere. /mOnt2/ ‘month’, for example, is realized [mOnjtj2] rather than [mO≠cS2].

Vowels
The Hasselt vowel system comprises 10 short vowels, 11 long vowels, and seven diphthongs,
of which five are closing, one is fronting and one is centering. In addition, there is /´/, which
is restricted to unstressed syllables. For a comparable rich vowel system see Heijmans &
Gussenhoven (1998) on the North Limburgian dialect of Weert.

SHORT VOWELS LONG VOWELS

i mik ‘bread’ i… mi…n ‘(I) mean’
I mIs ‘wrong’
y d Zys ‘right’ y… dZy…S ‘judge’

e… me…2 Fr. Aimé
ø møt ‘(I) must’ ø… mø…x2 ‘(I) like’
E dEk ‘often’ E… mE…n ‘my’
œ slœt ‘(I) close’ œ… mœ… ‘sleeve’
œ mœs2 ‘knife’
u mus ‘purée’ u… knu…p ‘knob’

o… klo…n2 ‘clown’
O mOk ‘mug’ O… mO…n ‘moon’

a… ma…k2 ‘making’
A mAk ‘tame’ A… mA…l ‘time’

DIPHTHONGS UNSTRESSED ONLY

I´ bri´t2 ‘plank’ ´ z´ ‘she, they’
øI føI ‘ugh!’
eI deIp ‘thief’
uI duI ‘cap’
OI bOI ‘constable’
aI baI Fr. ‘bail’
ou mou ‘where’
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In stressed syllables, short vowels are followed by a coda consonant. Exceptions are
French loans, such as /mA"jO/ Fr. ‘maillot’ and /bri"kE/ Fr. ‘briquet’, and interjections like
/dœ/ ‘there!’.

/O/ is higher than /O…/ but not as high as /o…/. /o…/ is marginal in the dialect, and is restricted
to loans from Standard Belgian Dutch and English. Further examples are /bo…t2/ ‘boat’,
/"po…2k´r/ ‘poker’, /pro…"mo…2s´/ ‘promotion’ and /fo…l2/ ‘foul’. /ø…/, /œ…/, /u…/ and /ou/ are
realized as [ø´], [œ´], [u´] and [o´] before an alveolar consonant, which is realized without
lip rounding. Examples are /mø´t/ ‘fashion’, /nœ´ts/ ‘news’, /nu´t/ ‘distress’ and /mo´t/
‘tired’. /i´/ is distinct from /i…/, which is evident from minimal pairs such as /bri´t2/ ‘plank’
and /bri…t2/ ‘broad’. /eI/ is realized as [e´] or [ej´] before a sonorant alveolar consonant.
Examples are /ke´l/ ‘cool’, /b´"sxe´n/ ‘perhaps’, /bre´r9/ ‘brother’, /a…f2"ke´l´/ ‘to chill’ and
/"ve´r´/ ‘to celebrate’. /ai/ is restricted to French loans and interjections. /øi/, /Oi/ and /ai/ only
occur in word-final position. As in Standard Belgian Dutch, a schwa may be inserted in non-
homorganic consonant clusters in coda position, if the first element is /l/ or /r/. Examples are
/sxEl´p2/ ‘shell’, /mEl´k2/ ‘milk’, /fil´m2/ ‘film’, /kal´f2/ ‘calf’, /dEr´p2/ ‘village’, /kEr´k2/
‘church’, /bœr´x2/ ‘mountain’, /œr´m2/ ‘arm, poor’ and /kEr´f2/ ‘basket’.

iɘ
i(�)  y(�) u(�) ui

i

o�
e� ø(�) øi

no

ə ɔ

ε(�) �(�) ɔ�
ɔi

�

a� ɑ(�) ai

ei

The vowel system contains an additional set of nasalized vowels, which are restricted to
loans from French.

NASALIZED VOWELS

œ)… mœ)… Fr. ‘Romain’
{)… trA)te…"{)… Fr. ‘trente-et-un’
O)… mO)… Fr. ‘Raymond’
A)… nA)… Fr. ‘Fernand’

The dialect also allows for combinations of /u…/, /O…/ and /A…/ with /j/ in the coda. Examples
are /nu…j/ ‘unwillingly’, /kO…j/ ‘harm-PL’, and /lA…j/ ‘drawer’. /O…j/, and /A…j/ are restricted to
word-final position.

Stress
Stress location is as in Standard Belgian Dutch. In compounds consisting of two nouns,
primary stress occurs sometimes on the head noun rather than on the modifying element.
Examples are /k´

"
na…l"dE…k/ ‘canal embankment’, /stAt"hœ´s/ ‘town house’, /

"
hAs´lt"kEr´m´s/

‘Hasselt fun fair’ and /
"
kuk´"bu…r/ ‘jack of diamonds’. French loan words partly preserve their
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original stress pattern, i.e. primary word stress is on the last syllable (/kA…"do…/ Fr. ‘cadeau’,
/
"
kAnA"pe…/ Fr. ‘canapé’), and partly adopt the stress pattern of native words of the dialect

(/"hEnO/Fr. ‘Hennaut’, /"divi
"
vje…/ Fr. ‘Duvivier’ (Grootaers & Grauls 1930: 142ff.).

Intonation
The intonational system of the dialect is less complex than that of Standard Belgian Dutch
and other Limburgian dialects such as the dialects of Maastricht, Venlo, and Roermond
(Gussenhoven & Aarts 1999, Gussenhoven & van der Vliet 1999, Gussenhoven 2000).
Utterances are organized into intonational phrases (IPs) containing one or more pitch accents
marking accented syllables. A single pitch accent, LH∗, is used both in nuclear position (last
accent of IP) and in prenuclear position. This accent may be downstepped when following
another pitch accent. A single boundary tone (Lι) occurs at both the initial and final IP
boundary. Depending on whether the IP occurs finally or non-finally in a prosodic utterance,
the final fall reaches low or upper-mid level. The final fall to low level is preferred in
declaratives and interrogatives, whereas the final fall to upper-mid level is preferred in
continuatives. No effect of focal condition (wide focus, narrow focus, contrastive focus)
on tonal structure is attested (see Peters in press)

Tone
Like many other Franconian dialects in Belgium, the Netherlands, and Mid-West Germany,
the dialect of Hasselt has a lexical tone contrast. This contrast is traditionally known as the
distinction between STOOTTOON (‘push tone’) and SLEEPTOON (‘dragging tone’) (Grootaers &
Grauls 1930: 130), here referred to as accent 1 and accent 2, respectively (cf. Schmidt
1986). The contrast is used to distinguish both different lexemes and different grammatical
forms of a single lexeme. Examples of lexemes differing by accent class are /(´n) hIn/
‘(a) hen’ – /(vir) hIn2/ ‘(for) them’, /(´ pa…r 92) "ki´sk´s/ ‘(some) cheese-PL-DIM’ – /(´ pa…r 92)
"ki´s2k´s/ ‘(some) stocking-PL-DIM’. Examples of grammatical forms differing by accent
class are /da…x/ ‘day-NOM-PL’ – /da…x2/ ‘day-NOM-SG’, /"bœr´x/ ‘mountain-NOM-PL’ –
/"bœr´x2/ ‘mountain-NOM-SG’. In contrast to Venlo, Roermond and Maastricht, all stressed
syllables – including CVC syllables with non-sonorant coda – can bear either accent 1
or accent 2. Examples for CVC syllables with accent 2 are /kAt/ ‘cat’, /B §As2/ ‘laundry’
and /"B§As2´/ ‘to wash’. Accordingly, the dialect does not distinguish between accent 1
and no-accent.

The tonal contrast occurs on syllables that bear main or secondary word stress. Examples
for words with accent 2 on a secondary stressed syllable are /"Al2 ÆtE…t2/ ‘always’, /"øø´2l´ÆfAnt2/
‘elephant’ and /"opÆGië2t´/ ‘eat up’ (p.p.). In compounds, all combinations of accent 1 and
accent 2 are possible, as illustrated by the street names /"a…ÆstrO…t/ ‘Old Street’, /"e…2k´ÆstrO…t/
‘Oak Street’, /"vEsÆmœr´k2/ ‘Fish Market’ and /"fre…t2 Æmœr´k2/ ‘Fruit Market’.

According to Grootaers & Grauls (1930), the contrast between accent 1 and accent 2 is
realised by differences in intensity, duration and fundamental frequency (F0), with intensity
being the primary phonetic parameter involved. More recent data (Peters in press) suggest that
fundamental frequency is the primary phonetic parameter, whereas differences in duration
and intensity are less important, except in IP-final position, where accent 2 syllables are
consistently longer than accent 1 syllables.

On non-final nuclear syllables bearing a LH∗ pitch accent, the difference between accent 1
and accent 2 shows up in a timing difference of the F0 peak (see figure 1a and b). On accent 1
syllables, the peak occurs on the second half of the accented syllable, whereas on accent 2
syllables, it occurs after the accented syllable. In most cases, it is realized on the last syllable be-
fore the next stress. If the accented syllable occurs in IP-final position, the final fall of accent 1
syllables is partly truncated. In accent 2 syllables, the final fall is replaced by upper-mid level
pitch although extreme lengthening of the accented syllable provides enough space to realize
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i 2 2

no I am just a few days away been 

i 2 r 2 2

no I  am just one day away been

i 2 a r a
no just two days

a.
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Figure 1 For caption see next page.

a falling movement (see figure 1c and d). In postnuclear position, accent 2 words are realized
with low F0, whereas accent 1 words follow the course of the overall F0 contour (figure 1e
and f).

The timing difference between accent 1 and accent 2 can be accounted for by assuming
that accent 2 words have a lexical L tone, while accent 1 words are lexically toneless. In
nuclear position, the lexical L tone, which is pre-linked to the accented syllable, does not
allow H∗ to associate. As a consequence, H∗ is realized later on accent 2 words than on
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2

Pierre has for a hen cared

i 2 2 a 2

no just one day  

2 2

Pierre has for them cared 
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Figure 1 Speech wave forms and F0 tracings illustrating the realisation of accent 1 and accent 2 of the tonal minimal pair /da:x/
‘day-NOM-PL’ — /da:x2/ ‘day-NOM-SG’ in nuclear non-final position (a, b) and nuclear final position (c, d) and of the tonal
minimal pair /hIn/ ‘hen’ — /hIn2/ ‘them’ in postnuclear non-final position (e, f) for declaratives. Translations: (a) No, I
was away just for a few days. (b). No, I was away just for one day. (c) No, just for two days. (d) No, just for one day.
(e) Pierre looked after a hen. (f) Pierre looked after them. Pitch analysis and graphics produced with the help of the
acoustic analysis program PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink 2005).
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accent 1 words. The lexical L tone further accounts for the low target on accent 2 words in
postnuclear position (for a more detailed description see Peters in press).

Transcription
[Ñ] marks the end of an utterance and [ñ] the end of an intonational phrase within an utterance.
The stress mark ["] indicates an accented syllable.

d´ "nO…rd´rB §Ent2 ´n d´ "zOn ñ "B §ø…r´n An tIsk´"tE…r´ ñ "e…2v´r "B §i´ vOn In "tB §œ…´t
"stœr´k2st´ B §ø…r Ñ "tu…n "kum t´r "dZys eI2mAnt vr"bE…2 ñ "di… n´n "dIk´ "B §œrm´
"jAs "A…n2ha… Ñ z´ "sprouk´n "a…f 2 ñ "B §I´ dA d´ vr"bE…2GAN´r "zu… va…r zø… "krE…2G´ ñ
dAn z´n´ "jAs œ…2 te… ñ ´t "stœr´k2st´ zø zEn2 Ñ d´ "nO…rd´rB §Ent2 b´"GOs d´ "vOl

"fO…rs t´ "blO…2z´ ñ mA B §E… "fEld´r ´m "blO…z2d´ ñ B §E… "vAst´r dA dI´ "mAn2 z´n´
"jAs "tœ… truk Ñ Op "lEst´ Gu…f d´ "nO…rd´rB §Ent2 ´t mar "Op Ñ t´r"nO… b´"GOs d´
"zOn "zu fEl2 t´ "sxE…n´ ñ dA d´ vrÆ"bE…2GAN´r z´n´ "jAs "œ…2 te… Ñ de "nO…rd´rB §Ent2

"mOs tu…n B §El "tœ…GI´2v´ ñ dA d´ "zOn ´t "stœr´k2st´ B §ø…r Ñ

Standard Dutch orthographic version
De noordenwind en de zon hadden een discussie over de vraag wie van hun tweeën de sterkste
was, toen er juist iemand voorbij kwam die een dikke, warme jas aanhad. Ze spraken af dat wie
de voorbijganger ertoe zou krijgen zijn jas uit te trekken de sterkste zou zijn. De noordenwind
begon uit alle macht te blazen, maar hoe harder hij blies, des te dichter de voorbijganger
zijn jas om zich heen trok. Uiteindelijk gaf de noordenwind het maar op. Daarna begon de
zon krachtig te stralen, en meteen daarop trok de voorbijganger zijn jas uit. De noordenwind
moest toen wel toegeven dat de zon de sterkste was.
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